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for the physical situations, where dT/dP~O and
cPT/dp!~O. Among melting curves, there are a few l
with dT/dp<O and but one (cerium l5 ) thus far with
cPT/dP~O. . The thermodynamic data for the meltin"
0
of copper, silver and gold (Table I) are probably more
precise and extensive than those for other elements with
relatively high melting points. One of the rr,ost uncertain of the data in Table I is probably the value for
the thermal expansion of liquid gold,tG which is believed
to be an overestimate because the values given in the
same paperlG for copper and silver are higher than the
presently preferred values. There do not appear to be
direct measurements of any type for the compressibilities of the liquids and solids near the melting points.
The present experimental results and the da ta collected
in Table I allow, however, estimates of (at:. v / ap) via
Eqs. (1), (2), and (3)_
The suggested inequalities of Eqs. (2) and (3) must
be subject to empirical testing for each material considered. For copper, silver, and gold, the inequality
(iJt:.V/iJT)p> (dT/dp)t:.CpjT is satisfied beyond doubt.
If it is assumed that Eqs. (2) and (3) are valid, the
following lower limits for -(at:.V/ap)T are estimated
as (in units of crn3/g atom Mbar) Cu, 1. 6 ; Ag, 2. 6 ; Au,
1.2 at the respective zero-pressure melting points. The
bounds implied for (at:.v/ap) via Eq. (1) may be
examined by writing an equation for the melting curve
as • an •e:-.."pansion about the zero-pressure meltin"0
pornt, VIZ

If the e.~erimentally determined initial slopes are
identified with (dT/dp)p..f) and the deviations from
linearity and/or experimental uncertainties are identified with the next term, estimates can be obtained for
(cPT/df)p_o. Thus

(5)
where the right-hand side may be estimated from Eq.
(1). The upper bounds for - (at:. V/ ap h, obtained in
this way, are: Cu, 7_ 5 ; Ag, 3. 9 ; Au, 3. 4 (in units of
cm3/g atom Mbar).
The validity of these bounds for (at:. V/ ap)T is
difficult to assess since the estimates are based on
empirical relations [Eqs. (2) and (3)J and on experimental data uncorrected for the efIects of pressure
on thermocouple emf. Nevertheless, knowledge of
{iJt:.V /ap)r is of great importance in any understanding
of the rourse of the melting curve beyond the explored
region since this term, involving the dilJercnce in compression between liquid and solid, is prob,lbly the
dominant one in the expression for the variation in
a A. Jayamman,-Phys. Rev. 137, A 179 (19651.
I. W. Krause and F. Saucrwald, Z. Anorg. Aligem. Cbcm. 181,
3-17 (1929) .
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volume change with pressure, viz

dt:.V = (at:. V) +(d'l\(at:.V) .
dp
ap T dp) aT p

(6)

It is more likely that the pertinent zero-pressure data
are available for estimating the variation in entropy
change with pressure, viz

dt:.S =_(at:.v) + (d'l\t:.C P .
dp
aT pdp) T

(7)

dt:.S/dp=0.1±0.3 for copper, -2±1 for silver, and
-1.4±0.4 for gold (in units of cal/g atom Mbar). It
can be reaclily appreciated that the standards for th es~
types of data m.ust be very high. Only highly precise
zero-pressure determinations combined with careful
high-pressure experiments can give a proper basis,
beyond the accumulated uncertainty, for internally sellconsistent results and for any extrapolation to higher
pressures and temperatures. It is doubtful whether
very many of the high-pressure, high-temperature data
in the literature could meet such stringent requirements.
CONCERNING THE LINDEMANN RELATION

Most of the theoretical rationalizations of the Simon
equation are based on some form of the Lindemann
relation, which may be expressed here as
M1I2Vl / 3T-l/2t1= "constant" ,

(8)

where M is the mass of the element, V the volume of the
solid at the melting point, T the absolute melting point ,
and t1 the Debye temperature. For related series of
elements, the "constant" often varies by less than 10%.
For copper, silver and gold, the variation in the
"constant" is about in this range for the Debye tCI1l peratures17 derived from specific heat, elastic modul i,
resistivity, thermal expansion and x-ray intensity measurements. For the Debye temperatures deriving from
elastic-moduli data, as computed by Gschneidner,17 th e
vari ation in the "constant" is less than 2%.
It should be possible to investigate the utility of (h ~
Lindemann relation for theories of melting at high
pressure if measurements allowing the derivation oi
Debye temperatures at high pressure were availab le
for comparison with data for the compression alld
melting curve of the element. In general, there are olll ~
limited data allowing estimation of the Dcbye tempt:r.l
tures ilt high pre~sure except that, fortunately, t ill'
elastic moduli at 300 0 K of copper, silver, and gold haH
been measured by Daniels and Smilh l8 to 10 kbar.
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